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SArTagnan
SArTagnan is a parallel portfolio SAT-solver that runs different algorithms
and search strategies on different threads. The solver is implemented in
C++ using OpenMP.
Clause sharing All threads are allowed to share clauses [BSK03, SLB05,
HS09a] logically and physically. However, the set of clauses of different
threads may differ and not all clauses have to be shared. One criterion
to decide on which clauses to share is the LBD value [AS09]. However,
in difference to the 2010 version of SArTagnan changes to the LBD value
are only made locally within each thread. All sharing is generally realised
without the use of mutex locks of the operating system.
Different strategies Most threads use CDCL [MS99] with the VSIDS
heuristic [MMZ+ 01] for variables [ES03], Luby restarts [LSZ93] or dynamic
restarts as in Glucose [AS09] and phase-saving [PD07]. However, when run
with 8 threads, three threads use geometric restarts and one thread uses activity values for literals as in the original VSIDS heuristic [MMZ+ 01]. Most
threads apply lazy hyper binary resolution as proposed in [Bie09].
Five out of 8 threads apply an extension to common Boolean Constraint
Propagation as described in [KK11]. Clauses may be used for propagation
even if they are not unit under the current partial assignment.
Sharing clauses physically allows for easily sharing different kinds of information among several threads. E.g. if one thread detects a clause for “on
the fly improvement” [HS09b] all threads may benefit from this immediately. In this spirit two threads (when run with 8 threads) mainly attempt
to improve the clause set for the other solvers:
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One thread uses reference points for decision making (DMRP) as proposed
in [Gol06, Gol08] and similar to [Kot10]. It frequently computes a reference
point which attempts to reflect the search direction of several solvers: The
value of any variable in a new reference point is set to the current predominant polarity when considering the assignments of all threads. Subsequently,
the DMRP thread focuses on the set of clauses M that are not fulfilled by
this reference point. M is examined in the order according to (shared) activity values of clauses. The activity is increased whenever a clause contributes
to a conflict in any solving thread.
A particular thread frequently aims for simplifing the clause database.
This thread applies common simplification techniques as variable elimination, clause subsumption and backward subsumption [EB05]. It also computes strongly connected components in the binary implication graph and
detects and removes redundant binary clauses (shortcuts in the graph).
Moreover, a variation of assymetric branching is applied frequently.

SApperloT
SApperloT is a sequential solver also written in C++. The submitted version of SApperloT mainly improves on the used data structure. It applies
many of the simplification techniques of SArTagnan, however, it uses them
less frequently. Moreover, it detects and removes blocked clauses [JBH10].
The new version of SArTagnan does not yet apply DMRP solving. This
will be integrated again. However, it requires an adaption to the new data
structure and was therefore not ready at the date of submission.
The version of SApperloT that uses the hybrid approach with DMRP solving
[Kot10] and the preprocessor of Christian Zielke is submitted as SApperloT2010
(as it participated in the SAT Race 2010).
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